The University of Michigan Life Sciences Institute is seeking applicants for its annual summer fellowship, which offers an immersive, hands-on experience in basic science research.

The Perrigo Undergraduate Summer Fellowship is open to all undergraduates currently enrolled in any Michigan college or university (priority given to rising juniors and seniors). Students will work side-by-side with mentors in the LSI labs for 10 weeks, and will receive a $4,000 stipend and $1,800 in housing support.

Students interested in chemical biology, biochemistry, cell biology, pharmacology or related fields, are encouraged to apply.

Applicants should have excellent academic records. Some experience working in a lab is preferred.

Applications are due by February 1, 2018. Apply online at: perrigo.lsi.umich.edu

Questions?
Contact us at: lsi.perrigo@umich.edu
734-763-7175

About the U-M Life Sciences Institute
The LSI is an independent research institute within the University of Michigan. Our faculty use a range of tools and model organisms to explore the most fundamental biological and chemical processes of life. Our culture embraces innovation, collaboration and creative science that has a tangible impact on human health, longevity and well-being. Learn more at: lsi.umich.edu